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You are well out of it, Nick, I can tell you, and must look more carefully
about you in this country before you sit down in a place _______ this.
1.

_______ it was, the thing was absurd.2.

I cannot tell you exactly what passed through their minds, but they
evidently thought that it was unsafe to advance upon this strange and new
being, the _______ of which they had never seen before.

3.

He wasn't _______ tough _______ he looked.4.

He retreated _______ swiftly _______ I advanced.5.

And now followed a wild and disorderly rout, the _______ of which was
never known before, and has never since been known, in our border-wars.
6.

The approach is _______ it should be.7.

At a time _______ this, when new light is being poured every year on every
part of our subject, no statement of it can be more than tentative and partial.
8.

I'm _______ sane _______ you are.9.

It is a grand thing for a man to devote himself to; but, _______ everything
else, in excess it has its dangers.
10.

_______ he did so, a paper slipped to the ground.11.

He, too, was interested in Boy Scouts, but not at a time _______ this.12.

The rope looked _______ if it had been broken.13.

The busy life of the great terminus grated upon him, and that is perhaps
the reason why his eye rested with a sense of relief on a little group of people
who, _______ himself, seemed to have nothing particular to do.

14.
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The way to make the most of a summer's day in a place _______ this is to
rise at four, mount your horse and ride through the lanes for two hours,
finding breakfast ready on your return.

15.

It was _______ if he couldn't get at the music.16.

Remember the "Fatty" with a face _______ a full moon?17.

But he proved _______ helpless _______ the rest.18.

Then occurred the terrible invasion of the mountain wolves, the _______
of which the oldest man could not recall.
19.

He knew how dangerous it was, especially for those who, _______
himself, had little learning, to parley with heretics, who were armed with
reasons so apt and so well ordered.

20.
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